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Try Audible and Get Two Free Audiobooks

A Book Establishes Your Authority and Credibility Faster and Easier ThanA Book Establishes Your Authority and Credibility Faster and Easier Than
Anything Else. This is the Guide You Need to Write Yours!Anything Else. This is the Guide You Need to Write Yours!

The biggest and best tool you'll ever have in your belt is a business book withThe biggest and best tool you'll ever have in your belt is a business book with
your name on the cover.your name on the cover.

Authority and Credibility-Authority and Credibility- Your own book makes it easier to attract investors,Your own book makes it easier to attract investors,
clients, and customers. clients, and customers. 

Brand recognition-Brand recognition-Your own book makes your name and brand easier toYour own book makes your name and brand easier to
recognize, extending your reach further than ever before. recognize, extending your reach further than ever before. 
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The ultimate business card-The ultimate business card- We're hard-wired to hold on to books, to keep andWe're hard-wired to hold on to books, to keep and
care for them, and to share them with others. When's the last time someonecare for them, and to share them with others. When's the last time someone
did that with your business card? did that with your business card? 

You Must Write a BookYou Must Write a Book  introduces you to how a book can help you to build introduces you to how a book can help you to build
and grow your business and your brand, and grow your business and your brand, andand how you can put your ideas on how you can put your ideas on
the page.the page.

You'll learn:You'll learn:

WhyWhy a book matters to your business a book matters to your business

Pre-planning and strategic thinking, before putting even the first word on the pagePre-planning and strategic thinking, before putting even the first word on the page

How to write your book by committing to only a few words per dayHow to write your book by committing to only a few words per day

How to hire ghostwriters or other professionals to get your ideas on the page, without writing a wordHow to hire ghostwriters or other professionals to get your ideas on the page, without writing a word

The steps for launching your book like a champThe steps for launching your book like a champ

Marketing plans-both for your book, and using your book to market Marketing plans-both for your book, and using your book to market yourselfyourself and your business and your business

You'll also learn from the masters-gain insight from some of the mostYou'll also learn from the masters-gain insight from some of the most
advanced thinkers in publishing, so that you can skip level one and buildadvanced thinkers in publishing, so that you can skip level one and build
from their success. Get in on the wisdom from thought leaders such as Halfrom their success. Get in on the wisdom from thought leaders such as Hal
Elrod, Bryan Cohen, Pat Petrini, J.A. Huss, Steve Scott, James Altucher, KevinElrod, Bryan Cohen, Pat Petrini, J.A. Huss, Steve Scott, James Altucher, Kevin
Tumlinson, and many more.Tumlinson, and many more.

Honorée CorderHonorée Corder is the author of dozens of books, she does all sorts of other magical things, and her badassery is

legendary. She is Hal Elrod's business partner and co-creator of The Miracle Morning book series, and she coaches

high profile professionals, guiding them into some of the best decisions they've ever made.

If You're Looking for a Single Tool to Achieve Next-Level Success, Pick UpIf You're Looking for a Single Tool to Achieve Next-Level Success, Pick Up
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Your Copy of 'You Must Write A Book' Right Now!Your Copy of 'You Must Write A Book' Right Now!

Praise for You Must Write a Book:Praise for You Must Write a Book:

"This is one of the only books that's told me I needed to write a book in a way that made me believe it-and I help people
write books for a living!" -James Ranson 

"My advice, "You must buy this book." -JoeR. 

"As a first-time author this book made a huge positive impact on my ability to write and publish my own book." -
Amazon Customer
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